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Alkali silica reaction (ASR) and corrosion of reinforcement are two deterioration
mechanisms in reinforced concrete (RC) structures. These deterioration mechanisms can
significantly damage a RC structure and reduce its service life. Supplementary
cementitious materials (SCMs) are commonly used to improve the durability of RC
systems containing reactive aggregate that are exposed to chloride environments. Fly ash
is commonly used to decrease the chloride transport rate in concrete. This reduction can
result in longer times to corrosion initiation and longer service lives. Significant research
has also been conducted on the effects of fly ash on ASR. The literature indicates that
inclusion of fly ash in concretes that contains reactive aggregate can reduce the expansion
and damage. Although significant research has been conducted to investigate ASR and

corrosion separately, little research has been done to quantify the synergistic effects of
ASR and fly ash content on corrosion performance of RC systems.
The research presented here investigates the synergistic effects of aggregate reactivity
(e.g., ASR) and fly ash content on corrosion performance of RC specimens. Specimens
containing different fly ash contents (0, 20, and 40%) with and without reactive aggregate
were exposed to wetting and drying cycles exposed to a 100 °F (38 °C) and >95%
relative humidity environment. Expansion of the specimens, corrosion potential, and
macrocell current were measured at monthly intervals until the embedded reinforcement
began to actively corroded. Apparent diffusivity was measured when the corrosion
initiation occurred in the specimens.
Results show that increasing fly ash content in specimens with non-reactive aggregate
results in lower Da values and lower CT values in concrete. Lower Da values are
beneficial for extending time to corrosion initiation whereas lower CT values are not.
Results from this research indicate that the benefits from the lower Da values are more
significant than the disbenefits from the reduction in CT when assessing time to corrosion
initiation.
Results for specimens containing reactive aggregates indicate that inclusion of 20% fly
ash exhibits the longest time to corrosion initiation. Results indicate that the formation of
small amounts of ASR gel in specimens containing 20% fly ash with reactive aggregate
can fill the ITZs and cracks. EDX analyses of the ASR gel indicate that chlorides are not
present in the gel. This indicates that the transport rate of chlorides through ASR gel is

significantly lower than the hcp. The results from this research indicate that the ASR gel
can reduce the Da of the overall concrete system and increase the time to corrosion
initiation.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

Although many RC structures have shown excellent durability, a number of concrete
structures have undergone deterioration as a results of corrosion of steel reinforcement
inside of the concrete. A significant amount of resources are spent annually to prevent
corrosion. In addition, other deterioration mechanisms (e.g., ASR) can influence the
durability of the RC structures. Aggregates susceptible to ASR have been identified
throughout the US and world. Therefore, it is likely that ASR could occur in aggressive
environments and this could make the structure susceptible to corrosion. It is generally
assumed that ASR can reduce the time to active corrosion in RC structures by providing
direct access for chlorides to reach the steel reinforcement in concrete. Very little
research has been done to assess the chloride transport characteristics of reinforced
concrete systems exhibiting ASR damage. Limited research has been reported on how
chlorides are transported in the ASR gel. In recent years, use of fly ash in RC structures
has become a common practice to enhance the durability of the concrete. Using fly ash in
concrete in partial replacement of portland cement is a method commonly used to lower
chloride transport rates and reduce ASR damage in concrete. However, recent studies
show that fly ash can reduce the critical chloride threshold and make RC structures more
susceptible to corrosion. Although significant research has been conducted to investigate
the effect of fly ash on corrosion and ASR separately, little research has been done to
quantify the synergistic effects of fly ash and ASR on corrosion.
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The main objective of this research is to assess synergistic effects of aggregate
susceptible to ASR and fly ash content on chloride transport rates and corrosion
performance of RC structures. In this thesis a total of thirty specimens were fabricated
and assessed. Specimens containing different fly ash contents (0, 20, and 40%) with and
without reactive aggregate were exposed to wet/dry cycles at 100 °F (38 °C). A
combination of ASTM G109 for corrosion and ASTM C1293 for ASR was used in this
study. Expansion of the specimens, corrosion potential, apparent diffusivity, and
macrocell current were measured until the embedded reinforcement began actively
corroded. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images and energy dispersive X-ray
(EDX) were obtained to assess the presence of ASR gel and if present, the chemistry of
the gel.
The first manuscript (Chapter 2) assesses the influence ASR and resulting ASR gel on
chloride transport rates through the concrete and time to corrosion initiation. The second
manuscript (Chapter 3) assesses the synergistic effects of fly ash content and ASR on the
corrosion initiation of RC structures.
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Chapter 2

THE INFLUENCE OF ASR REACTIVITY ON CORROSION IN
REINFORCED CONCRETE

David Trejo, Vandad Mazarei, Jason H. Ideker, and O. Burkan Isgor

Will be submitted to:

Cement and Concrete Research Journal
École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne
EPFL, Ecublens, CH-1015
Lausanne, Switzerland
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ABSTRACT
Alkali silica reaction (ASR) and corrosion of reinforcement are two well-known
deterioration mechanisms in concrete structures. This research investigates how ASR
affects corrosion in reinforced concrete specimens. Concrete specimens containing
aggregate susceptible to ASR (reactive) and aggregate not susceptible to ASR (non
reactive) were cast. Expansion of the specimens, corrosion potential, voltage drop across
a 100-ohm resistor between the top and bottom reinforcement (macrocell current), and
chloride diffusivity were measured for each specimen until the embedded reinforcement
began to actively corrode. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) results indicate that ASR
gel can fill the interfacial transition zone (ITZ) and cracks, which can reduce the transport
of the chlorides in concrete. The presence of ASR gel at the hcp-steel interface can also
reduce the pH at the interface, which can reduce the critical chloride threshold level (CT).
The results indicate that ASR expansion does not significantly influence the time to
corrosion initiation of reinforced concrete systems for specimens exposed to
wetting/drying cycles at 100 °F (38 °C).
Keywords: corrosion; alkali-silica reaction; diffusivity; chloride threshold; interfacial
transition zone
INTRODUCTION
One of the primary causes of deterioration of reinforced concrete (RC) structures is the
corrosion of steel reinforcement. While chloride-induced corrosion has been studied
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extensively, the influence of other deterioration mechanisms on corrosion, such as
cracking caused by ASR, has not been well researched. In this research, the influence of
ASR on chloride induced corrosion is studied.
ASR has been identified all over the world in a wide variety of concrete structures,
including bridges, dams, parking decks, pavements, and other concrete structures
(Swamy 2002) since its initial identification by Stanton (Stanton 1940). For ASR to
occur, three components need to be present; 1) reactive aggregate, 2) high alkali pore
solution, and 3) moisture. ASR occurs when the alkali hydroxide in the pore solution of a
hydrated cement paste (hcp) reacts with the reactive silica in aggregates (Stanton, 1940).
The product of this reaction is referred to as ASR gel. This gel forms in and around the
aggregates, interfacial transition zone (ITZ), and in the pores of concrete. The ASR gel
absorbs water from the surrounding pore solution and/or environment and expands. This
expansion can result in cracking of the concrete structure. Little has been reported on
how filling of the ITZ, pores, and cracks influence corrosion, structural performance, and
long-term durability.
In the core of the generally accepted theory of the mechanism of ASR is that in an
alkaline environment, the solubility of silica increases significantly. Reactive silica is
composed primarily of the siloxane group (  Si  O  Si  ) and the silanol group
(  Si  OH ) at the aggregate surface. Note that the “  ” indicates that each Si atom is
connected to 3 other oxygen atoms. As a result of the high alkaline environment,
hydroxyl ions ( O H  ) neutralize the silanol group (  Si  OH ) and also react with the
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siloxane group (  Si  O  Si  ) as shown in Equations 1 and 2 respectively (Thomas et
al. 2013).

( Si  OH)  OH  Si  O  H2O

(Equation 1)

( Si  O  Si )  2OH  2(Si  O )  H2O

(Equation 2)

To maintain the charge equilibrium, the negatively charged Si  O  attracts positively
charged cations present in the pore solution ( Na  and K ), and results in the formation of
ASR gel (Folliard et al. 2003). Because of the high surface area and the porous structure
of the ASR gel, it has the tendency to absorb water due to osmosis. This mechanism
results in swelling of the gel, which induces local tensile stresses in the concrete.
The chemical composition of ASR gel has been studied by many researchers (Lindgård et
al. 2012; Fernandes 2009; Bérubé et al. 2000; Thaulow et al. 1996). SEM/EDS analyses
performed by the researchers showed that the ASR gel has high silica content, lower
calcium content than silica, and alkalis. The calcium content at ASR gel has been
reported to increase in later stages of formation of the gel and also at elevated
temperatures, which results in more expansive gel (Kawamura et al. 1998; Lindgård et al.
2012)
Although many concrete structures have shown excellent durability, a number of concrete
structures have undergone deterioration as a result of ASR. Reactive aggregates have
been identified throughout the US and world. Therefore, it is likely that ASR could occur
in aggressive environments and this could make the structure susceptible to corrosion.
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Although it is generally believed that ASR cracks could lead to higher penetration of
chlorides into concrete and corrosion initiation, little research has been done on the
synergistic effects of ASR, chloride transport, and corrosion. Research is needed.
Concrete provides corrosion protection to reinforcing steel by providing both a physical
barrier and chemical protection. The physical barrier is provided by the concrete cover
over the reinforcing steel. Larger covers generally provide more protection and longer
service lives. Chemical protection can be provided by a protective passive layer on the
surface of steel reinforcement. Typically, a good quality concrete has a pore solution pH
between 13.0 and 13.5. Due to this high alkalinity of the pore solution, a protective
passive layer forms on the steel surface.
When aggressive conditions are present, corrosion can occur. Corrosion of steel
reinforcement in concrete is an electrochemical process. This process requires an anode, a
cathode, and an ionic connection between the anode and cathode (i.e., an electrolyte). At
the anodic site, oxidation reactions occur and iron is converted to ferrous ions ( Fe 2 ). At
the cathodic site, the reaction depends on the availability of oxygen and the pH of the
environment. Possible reduction reactions in environments with low oxygen content and
high oxygen content are shown in Equations. 3 and 4, respectively.

2H2O  2e  H2  2(OH)

(Equation 3)

2H2O  O2  4e  4(OH)

(Equation 4)
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The ferrous ions from the anodic reaction react with the hydroxyl ions from the cathodic
reaction and produce ferrous hydroxide ( Fe(OH) 2 ) as shown in Eq. 5.

Fe2  2OH  Fe(OH)2

(Equation 5)

The ferrous hydroxide can be oxidized to produce ferric hydroxide Fe(OH)3, which can
be further dehydrated to produce ferric oxide ( Fe 2 O 3 ), which is the red-brown rust. The
corrosion products occupy more volume than the base steel and can result in an expansive
stress around the corroding steel reinforcement. This stress can result in cracking and
spalling of the concrete cover, loss of bond between the concrete and steel, and reduction
of the steel cross-sectional area. This deterioration can result in costly repairs, reduced
load carrying capacity, and if not mitigated, ultimately structural failure.
Corrosion occurs when the protective passive layer is destroyed. Two mechanisms can
destroy the passive layer: (1) carbonation, and (2) chloride induced corrosion.
Carbonation occurs when carbon dioxide ( CO2 ) diffuses into the concrete and dissolves
in the concrete pore solution. The CO2 can react with the water to form carbonic acid
( H2CO3 ). The carbonic acid can reduce the pH of the concrete pore solution to levels as
low as 8.5, which can make the passive film unstable (Pourbaix 1974). The diffusion rate
of carbon dioxide into a good quality concrete is generally low. However, concrete in
areas with increased carbon oxide concentrations (e.g., industrial areas and parking
garages) may be subjected to higher carbonation rates.
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Chlorides can also significantly influence the corrosion at RC systems. Chlorides ( C l  )
can be transported into the concrete and with time can reach the reinforcing steel. In the
presence of moisture and oxygen, chlorides at the steel-concrete interface can result in
local destruction of the passive film and initiation of corrosion. When the chloride level
at the steel reaches a certain value (Ccrit), corrosion can occur. The time to initiation of
corrosion, Ti, is defined as the time it takes for chlorides to reach the Ccrit. A wide range
of Ccrit and Ti values have been reported in the literature (Pillai and Trejo 2005; Trejo and
Pillai 2003; Alonso et al. 2000; Hansson and Sorensen 1990). Angst et al. (2009) reported
a range of 0.15 to 3.1% (acid soluble) by weight of binder for the Ccrit.
The durability of reinforced concrete against chloride-induced corrosion is highly
dependent on the resistance of the concrete to the penetration of external chlorides. As a
result, the transport characteristics of the concrete plays an important role in the time to
corrosion initiation of the reinforcement embedded of the concrete. Concrete consists of
three phases; aggregate, the bulk hcp, and an interfacial transition zone (ITZ). The ITZ
forms at the aggregate-hcp interface and its properties are different than both the bulk
cement paste and the aggregate. The ITZ has a higher porosity than the bulk cement
paste. The porous structure of the ITZ is believed to be caused of the wall effect, which
prevents cement particles from packing together in the vicinity of an aggregate surface
(Scrivener and Gartner, 1987). The wall effect can result in a 15 to 50 µm (0.59 to 1.96
mils) thick ITZ around the aggregates. Chlorides can penetrate into the concrete through
each of the three phases of concrete. However, aggregate typically have a much denser
structure than the hcp and ITZ, which significantly reduces the chloride transport rate
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through this phase. The presence of the high porosity ITZ can provide for faster transport
and lower resistance paths through the concrete, which facilitates the transport of the
chlorides in the concrete. The width of the ITZ can increase by increasing the waterbinder ratio and aggregate-cement ratio (Leemann et al. 2006). Zheng et al. (2009)
reported that the ITZ occupies a significant fraction of the total paste volume in concrete.
As such, the ITZ can influence the overall properties of the concrete.
The high porosity structure of the ITZ can increase the transport rate of aggressive ions,
such as chlorides, into the concrete (Ollivier et al. 1995). The diffusion coefficient of the
ITZ (DITZ) has been studied by many researchers (Caré and Hervé 2004; Oh and Jang
2004; Yang 2003; Delagrave et al. 1997). In general, the DITZ has been reported to be 1.6
to 16.2 times of the diffusion coefficient of the bulk cement paste (Wang et al. 2008).
Depending on the thickness of the ITZ and aggregate content of the concrete, the ITZ at
individual aggregate interfaces can be interconnected, thereby influencing the transport
properties of the concrete (Winslow et al. 1994). Delagrave et al. (1997) reported that
increasing the sand volume fraction in the mortar results in more connectivity of ITZs,
which facilitates the transport of chlorides into the mortar. However, increasing solid
particles (e.g., the fine aggregate) should result in higher tortuosity, thereby increasing
the time for the chlorides to reach the reinforcement steel. Delagrave et al. (1997)
concluded that the overall transport properties of the mortar are influenced more by the
presence of aggregates than by the presence of ITZ.
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There are many studies that confirm that cracks in the reinforced concrete provide
pathways to the surface of steel reinforcement for aggressive agents (François and
Arliguie 1998; Otieno et al. 2010; Yu et al. 2015). Because ASR results in cracking in
concrete and cracks can accelerate chloride transportation, it is generally assumed that
ASR increases the transport rate for chlorides in concrete and reduces the time to active
corrosion. However, the ASR gel can fill the cracks and ITZ, resulting in higher
tortuosity and higher times to corrosion. Little research has been reported on effects of
ASR on chloride transport and time to corrosion of steel reinforcement in concrete. This
research investigates the influence of ASR on chloride transport characteristics and time
to corrosion.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The influence of aggregate reactivity (i.e., ASR) on corrosion performance of reinforced
concrete specimens was evaluated. Currently, there are no standard test methods
available to evaluate the influence of ASR on corrosion performance and susceptibility.
This research includes the evaluation of specimens designed such that length change
resulting from ASR, chloride transport rate, and corrosion activity could be assessed. The
specimens were designed based on the general requirements of ASTM G109 and ASTM
C1293. As would be expected, some requirements from these specifications have been
modified to meet the objectives of this research.
A total of ten 11.25 in.×6 in.×4.5 in. (285 mm×152 mm×114 mm) specimens were
fabricated and assessed. A non-reactive limestone coarse aggregate and non-reactive fine
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aggregate were procured from Portland, OR. A highly reactive natural siliceous river
sand was procured from Bend, OR. The reactivity of these aggregates was confirmed in
ASTM C1260 and ASTM C1293 prior to this study. The coarse aggregate has a
maximum size aggregate (MSA) of 0.5 in. (12.7 mm) and meets the #8 gradation in
ASTM C33.
Five specimens contained reactive fine aggregate and five specimens contained non
reactive fine aggregate. All specimens contained the non-reactive coarse aggregate.
Specimens were reinforced with three #4 (No. 13M) Grade 60 reinforcing bars meeting
the specifications of ASTM A706. Steel bars were cut into 11.25 in. (285 mm) long
pieces. The ends of the bars were drilled and tapped to receive 1.5 in. (38.1 mm) long No.
8-32 stainless steel machine screws. Electroplater’s tape was used to cover 1.62 in. (41.4
mm) of each end of the steel reinforcement, leaving an 8 in. (200 mm) long section
exposed for testing. Concrete mixture proportions are shown in Table 2.1. Top and
bottom layers of the reinforcement were electrically connected with a 100-ohm (±5
percent) resistor (see Figure 2.1).
Reservoirs were cast into the top and bottom of the specimens. These replaced the
plexiglass reservoir specified in ASTM G109. Two gauge studs were embedded in the
concrete on each end of the specimen instead of the one on each end as specified in
ASTM C1293. This was done to assess the length change of the top and bottom of the
specimens to determine if there was a differential. Gauge studs are identified as T and B,
for the top (one bar) and bottom (two bars), respectively, as shown in Figure 2.1. To
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ensure the specimens received sufficient moisture to cause ASR, the specimens were not
coated with epoxy as specified in ASTM G109.
High alkali portland cement with an Na2Oe equivalent of 0.81 (ASTM C150 type I) was
used in this study. Table 2.2 shows the chemical analysis for the cement. Sodium
hydroxide was added to the concrete mixing water to increase the alkali content of the
mixture to 1.25% Na 2 O eq by mass of cement as required in ASTM C1293. A water
cement ratio of 0.45 was used for all specimens. Concrete was mixed and cured for 28
days following the procedure described in ASTM C192. The 28 days curing period
followed by ASTM G109.
Specimens were subjected to 100 °F (38 °C) and 95% RH after curing. While in this
exposure condition specimens were ponded with 3% sodium chloride (NaCl) solution on
the top surface of the specimen for two weeks. After the top wetting period was
complete, specimens were inverted and ponded with distilled water on the bottom side for
two weeks. When the bottom side of the specimens (surface closest to two bars) was
being ponded, the top surface was drying. Ponding of both the top and bottom surfaces
was performed to prevent warping of the specimens (Picket 1947). A schematic diagram
of a specimen is presented in Figure 2.1.
While specimens were being ponded they were also stored in plastic containers with
sealable lids. This was done to maintain a high RH to promote ASR. The containers
contained water in the bottom. A plastic rack was placed in the bottom of the containers
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so that specimens were above the water as specified in ASTM C1293. The initial
expansion of the top and bottom levels of the specimens were measured after demolding
(24 hours after casting). Comparator readings were taken 1 and 4 weeks after the initial
reading and monthly thereafter until corrosion activation. The percent change in length
was determined at each time interval. An average expansion of 0.04% or more at 1 year
indicates that the aggregate may be potentially reactive.
The electrical current that passed through the 100-ohm resistor was also measured at the
beginning of the second week of ponding and converted to average Coulombs (Amps
sec) as specified in ASTM G109. At the same time, the corrosion potential was measured
for the top steel reinforcement against a copper/copper sulfate ( Cu/ CuSO4 ) reference
electrode following ASTM C876. The time to initiation of corrosion, or the activation
point, is defined as the time when the average integrated macrocell current of the
specimens exhibits at least 150 Coulombs and at least half of the specimens exhibit at
least 150 Coulombs. The current and corrosion potential were measured every four weeks
after the initial reading until corrosion initiation.
After corrosion initiation was detected on the test specimens, the chloride content at
varying depths was determined following ASTM C1152. Section 10 of ASTM C 1556
was followed to obtain the apparent chloride diffusion coefficients (Da).
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images and energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) were
obtained to assess the presence of ASR gel and if present, the chemistry of the gel. Two
sections were taken from each sample to assess the presence of ASR in the ITZ and
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cracks and to assess the chloride transport in the specimens. The first section was cut 0.03
to 0.07 in. (1 to 2 mm) below the chloride-exposed surface. The second section was cut
0.03 to 0.07 in. (1 to 2 mm) above the top of the reinforcement. Sections are identified as
SL and RL, for the surface layers and reinforcement layers, respectively, as shown in
Figure 2.2.
The t-test was used to compare the means of the investigated items for specimens with
reactive aggregate and non-reactive aggregate. The null hypotheses of the test is that the
means are equal and the alternative hypothesis is that the means are not equal. The value
is the probability that the null hypothesis is true. For a 95 percent confidence, the null
hypothesis will be accepted if the p-value is greater than or equal to 0.05; otherwise the null
hypothesis is rejected.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Mean expansion results as a function of exposure time for the top and bottom levels of
the specimens containing reactive aggregate and non-reactive aggregate are shown in
Figure 2.3. Figure 2.4 shows representative crack patterns of the top sides of specimens
with reactive (top graph) and non-reactive aggregates (bottom graph). The cracks have
been highlighted with a pen. The results show a significant difference in expansion and
crack density between specimens containing reactive and non-reactive aggregates. The
mean expansion of the top side of the specimens (with one reinforcing bar) was higher
than the mean expansion at the bottom side (with two reinforcing bar) in the specimens
with reactive aggregate. However, t-test analysis indicates that that there is no statistically
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significant difference between the mean expansion values between the top and bottom of
the specimens containing reactive aggregate (p-value=0.262). Expansions of more than
0.04% (horizontal line) indicate that the aggregate is potentially deleteriously reactive as
stated in ASTM C1293.
Figure 2.5 shows the mean total Coulombs passed between the top and bottom
reinforcement layers. The horizontal line at 150 Coulombs indicates the corrosion
initiation time as stated by ASTM G109. Results indicate that specimens containing
reactive and non-reactive aggregate exhibited mean times to corrosion of 155 and 165
days after exposure, respectively. No crevice corrosion observed under the Electroplater’s
tape. T-test analysis on time to corrosion indicated there is no significant statistical
difference between these times for specimens with reactive and non-reactive aggregates
(p-value=0.171). The results indicate that time to corrosion initiation caused by
accelerated exposure of the specimens is not dependent on the degree of expansion
caused by accelerated ASR of the fine aggregate. This indicates that fine aggregate
reactivity may not have a significant influence on time to corrosion under these test
conditions. Although the specimens with reactive fine aggregate exhibited higher mean
Coulombs than the specimens with non-reactive aggregate up to 80 days after exposure,
the non-reactive specimens exhibited higher mean Coulombs than reactive specimens
after 80 days. This could be a result of the formation of ASR gel in the specimens with
reactive aggregate, which can fill the ITZ and cracks, possibly resulting in lower chloride
transport rates and corrosion activity.
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The corrosion potentials at the top steel reinforcing bar were also measured and results
are shown in Figure 2.6. The two horizontal lines at -200 mV and -350 mV separate the
corrosion potentials into three regions; the region more positive than -200 mV is
associated with a 90% or greater probability of no corrosion, the region between -200 and
-350 mV represents uncertain corrosion activity, and the region more negative than -350
mV represents a 90% or greater probability that corrosion is occurring. Specimens with
reactive aggregate and non-reactive aggregate exhibited mean values of high probability
of corrosion at 30 and 41 days after exposure, respectively. T-test analysis indicates that
there is no significant difference between the mean time for the specimens to exhibit high
probability of corrosion for specimens with reactive and non-reactive aggregates (p
value=0.321).
Box plots for the Da measured at the time of corrosion initiation for specimens with
reactive aggregate and non-reactive aggregate are shown in Figure 2.7. Specimens
containing non-reactive aggregate show a higher mean Da than specimens containing
reactive aggregate. T-test analysis on the results indicate that there is a significant
difference between the mean Da values for specimens containing reactive and non
reactive aggregates (p-value=0.0004). Lower mean Da value for reactive specimens could
be a result of the formation of ASR gel, which can fill the cracks and ITZ, resulting in
higher tortuosity for transport of chlorides. The higher tortuosity could results in longer
paths for chlorides to reach the reinforcing steel and lower Da.
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Figure 2.8 shows the critical chloride threshold level at activation (CT) for specimens
with reactive and non-reactive aggregates. T-test analysis of the results indicate there is a
significant difference between the mean CT values for specimens containing reactive and
non-reactive aggregates (p-value=0.049). Again, this could be a result of the presence of
ASR gel in the ITZ, which is in contact with the reinforcing steel. The ASR gel could
reduce the pH of the pore solution at the surface of steel reinforcement. Without the high
pH pore solution at the interface, the CT would be expected to be lower. A higher Da for
specimens containing non-reactive aggregate resulted in higher chloride transport rate
into the concrete. However because of the higher CT value for specimens containing non
reactive aggregate, more chlorides were needed for corrosion initiation. The combination
of these two effects could be the result in the statistically insignificant differences
between the time to corrosion initiation for specimens containing reactive and non
reactive aggregates (Table 2.3).
Figure 2.9 shows the chloride concentration at the surface (Cs) for specimens with
reactive and non-reactive aggregates. T-test analysis on the results indicate there is no
significant difference between the mean Cs values for specimens containing reactive
aggregate and non-reactive aggregate (p-value=0.839).
2.4.1 Results from SEM and EDX analysis

Typical micrographs of the surface layers (0.03 to 0.07 in. (1 to 2 mm) below the
chloride-exposed surface) and reinforcement layers (0.03 to 0.07 in. (1 to 2 mm) above
the top of the reinforcement) for specimens containing reactive and non-reactive
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aggregates are shown in Figure 2.10 through 2.13. Results from the SEM investigation
show ASR gel in the ITZ of the fine aggregate in both the surface and reinforcement
layers of the samples with reactive aggregate (Figure 2.10a and Figure 2.11a,
respectively). Note that for clarity, the ASR gel is outlined. No ASR gel was identified in
the samples with non-reactive aggregate (Figure 2.10b and Figure 2.11b, respectively).
The SEM investigation also showed ASR gel could move from the ITZ of the fine
aggregate. Figure 2.12 shows two fine aggregate particles in the vicinity of each other.
The micrograph shows that ASR gel (outlined for clarity) fills the ITZs of both fine
aggregates and ASR gel fills a crack between these particles. The presence of ASR gel
between the fine aggregates could result in higher tortuosity, thereby increasing the time
for the chlorides to reach the reinforcement steel. However, this hypothesis assumes that
chlorides are not easily transported through the ASR gel.
EDX analyses indicates that the ASR gel is composed mostly of silica. Additional EDX
analyses were performed to assess the chloride content of the hcp and ASR gel. The
chloride content values for the hcp, fine aggregate, and ASR gel in the surface and
reinforcement layers of the specimens with reactive and non-reactive aggregates is shown
graphically in Figure 2.13. The mean chloride content of the hcp in the surface layer is
higher than the reinforcement layer in both specimens with reactive and non-reactive
aggregates. This is expected because the surface layer is closer to the surface exposed to
the chloride solution. Figure 2.13 also shows that the mean chloride content of the hcp is
higher than the mean chloride content of the ASR gel in specimens with reactive
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aggregate in both the surface and reinforcement layers. T-test analysis at the chloride
content indicates there is a significant difference between the mean chloride content of
the hcp and the ASR gel for both layers (p-value < 0.001). The results indicate that
chloride is not readily transported in the ASR gel. The existing negatively charged silanol
groups in ASR gel can competes strongly for cations to maintain charge balance. As a
result, ASR gel may not incorporate chlorides readily. Thereby, the presence of ASR gel
can act as a barrier for chloride transport in concrete. This could results in lower chloride
transport rate and higher times for corrosion initiation which supports the findings of
corrosion measurements in section 2.4.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
This study showed the influence of cracking resulting from ASR on the transport of
chlorides and the time to corrosion initiation of steel embedded in concrete.
Measurements and visual observations show a significant difference in expansion and
crack density between specimens containing reactive and non-reactive aggregates. This
increased crack density would be expected to increase chloride transport rates and
decrease the time to corrosion. However, the time to corrosion measured with both
macrocell investigation and half-cell potential show no statistically significant difference
when specimens experience cracking from ASR. SEM analyses show that ASR gel is
present in the ITZs, voids, and cracks of the specimens containing reactive fine
aggregate. The ubiquitous ASR gel in the ITZ and cracks likely could result in a more
tortuous path for chloride transport, especially if the transport of chlorides in this gel is
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significantly low. EDX results show that chloride levels in the ASR gel are very low or
non-detectible, indicating that the gel may resist the transport of chlorides, thereby
slowing the overall chloride transport rate in specimens experiencing cracking from ASR.
Based on this research the following conclusions can be drawn:


Formation of ASR gel in specimens containing a very highly reactive fine
aggregate resulted in significant expansion and cracking;



ASR gel and resulting expansion was not observed in the specimens containing
non-reactive fine aggregate;



Corrosion testing showed similar times to corrosion initiation in both specimens
containing reactive and non-reactive aggregates;



Specimens containing non-reactive aggregate show a statistically significantly
higher mean Da and statistically significantly higher mean CT value than
specimens containing reactive aggregate;



EDX results show a statistically significantly lower mean chloride value in the
ASR gel than the hcp.

The results from this research indicate that although ASR gel results in cracking, the ASR
gel can fill the cracks and ITZs of the aggregates. SEM analyses indicates that ASR
resists the transport of chlorides and the presence of ASR gel can act as a barrier against
chloride transport in concrete, resulting in the lower overall penetration of the chlorides.
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Results also indicate that specimens exhibiting ASR have lower corrosion threshold
values. This could be a result of the ASR gel lowering the pH of the pore solution at the
interface of steel reinforcement. This could reduce the protective nature of the concrete
environment. However, more research is needed to assess this.
As with all research, this research was limited by time and money. A more
comprehensive research study is needed to evaluate the effects of ASR gel on CT and to
assess the transport mechanism of chlorides in ASR gel. In addition, the damage caused
by ASR could be influenced by live loads and dead loads in field. Thereby, field results
could significantly different than laboratory results.
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Table 2.1 – Mixture identification and proportions
Mixture
ID

w/c

R

0.45

NR

0.45

Water
lb/yd3
(kg/m3)

Cement
lb/yd3
(kg/m3)

318
(188)
318
(188)

708
(420)
708
(420)

Aggregate
Fine Aggregate
lb/yd3 (kg/m3)

Coarse Aggregate
lb/yd3 (kg/m3)

1472 (873)

1251 (742)

1465 (869)

1258 (746)

Table 2.2 – Chemical analysis of portland cement
Components
Silicon Dioxide
Aluminum Oxide*
Iron Oxide
Calcium Oxide
Magnesium Oxide
Sodium Oxide
Potassium Oxide
Titanium Dioxide
Manganic Oxide
Phosphorus Pentoxide
Strontium Oxide
Barium Oxide
Sulfur Trioxide

SiO2
Al2O3
Fe2O3
CaO
MgO
Na2O
K2O
TiO2
MnO2
P2O5
SrO
BaO
SO3

Wt%
19.85
4.46
2.80
61.99
2.73
0.26
0.84
0.24
0.11
0.23
0.28
0.03
3.73

Na2Oe

0.81

Tricalcium Silicate
C3S
Tricalcium Aluminate
C3A
Dicalcium Silicate
C2S
Tetracalcium Aluminoferrite
C4AF
*
P2O5 and TiO2 not included in Al2O3

56.91
7.09
13.97
8.52

Total Alkalis

NaOH
lb/yd3
(kg/m3)
3.99
(2.36)
3.99
(2.36)
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Table 2.3 – Summary of the results for specimens containing reactive and non-reactive
aggregates
Specimens containing
reactive aggregate
Apparent chloride
↓
diffusivity (Da)
Critical chloride threshold
↓
level at activation (CT)
Time to corrosion initiation
↔
↓ - reduction; ↑ - increase; ↔ - limited effect

Specimens containing
non-reactive aggregate

↑
↑
↔

Figure 2.1 – Schematic diagram of a specimen.

Figure 2.2 – Schematic view of the SEM sample.
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Figure 2.3 – Expansion in (%) of ASTM C 1293 specimens.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 2.4 – Typical surface conditions of top side of a specimen with reactive aggregate
(a) and non-reactive aggregate (b) after corrosion initiation (cracks are outlined with dark
lines).
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Figure 2.5 – Coulombs passed as a function of time.

Figure 2.6 – Corrosion potential of specimens.
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Figure 2.7 – Chloride diffusion coefficient (Da).

Figure 2.8 – Critical chloride threshold level at activation (CT).
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Figure 2.9 – Chloride concentration at the surface (Cs).

Fine aggregate

Cement paste

ASR gel

Cement paste

Fine aggregate

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.10 – Typical micrographs of near surface layer of specimens containing (a)
reactive aggregate and (b) non-reactive aggregate (ASR gel is outlined with dark lines).
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Cement paste

Cement paste

ASR gel
Fine aggregate

Fine aggregate

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.11 – Typical micrographs of near reinforcement layer of specimens containing
(a) reactive aggregate and (b) non-reactive aggregate (ASR gel is outlined with dark
lines).

Fine aggregate

Cement paste

ASR gel

Fine aggregate

Figure 2.12 – Micrographs of presence of ASR gel between the two fine aggregates (ASR
gel is outlined with dark lines).
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Figure 2.13 – Range of chloride in hcp and ASR gel using EDX.
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ABSTRACT
Although significant research has been conducted to investigate the effects of fly ash on
alkali silica reaction (ASR) and on chloride transport and corrosion, little research has
been done to quantify the synergistic effects of fly ash and ASR on chloride transport
rates and time to corrosion. Specimens containing different fly ash contents (0, 20, and
40%) with and without reactive aggregate were exposed to wetting/drying cycles at 100
°F (38 °C). Expansion, corrosion potential, and macrocell current were measured
monthly until corrosion of the embedded reinforcement initiated.
The results indicate that inclusion of fly ash in specimens containing non-reactive
aggregate results in lower Da values and lower CT values in concrete. The benefits from
the lower Da values are more significant than the disadvantages from the reduction in CT
when assessing time to corrosion initiation. Specimens containing reactive aggregate and
20% fly ash exhibited longer times to corrosion initiation than specimens containing 40%
fly ash. This can be result of formation of small amounts of ASR gel in specimens
containing 20% fly ash with reactive aggregate.
Keywords: corrosion; alkali-silica reaction; fly ash; ASR gel; interfacial transition zone;
diffusivity
INTRODUCTION
Concrete deterioration such as ASR and corrosion of the steel reinforcement can
significantly influence the service life of reinforced concrete (RC) structures. Significant
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research has been performed on preventing corrosion and ASR in RC structures
independently. The use of supplementary cementitious materials (SCMs) in concrete in
partial replacement of the portland cement is a common method to lower transport rates
and reduce ASR damage in concrete. However, the synergistic effects of both SCMs and
ASR on transport rates and time to corrosion initiation has not been well researched.
Research is needed to better understand the synergistic effects of SCMs and ASR on
chloride transport rates and time to corrosion.
ASR is the reaction between reactive silica in aggregate and alkalis in the pore solution of
the concrete. The presence of reactive aggregate, sufficient alkalis, and sufficient
moisture is necessary for ASR to occur. The product of this reaction is an ASR gel. This
gel forms in and around the aggregates and in the pores of concrete, and in the presence
of water, draws this water from the pore solution (or external sources) and expands. The
expansion of this ASR gel can then result in expansion and cracking of the concrete
structure.
Reactive aggregate is referred to as an aggregate that tends to breakdown in highly
alkaline pore solution (Folliard et al. 2003). Folliard et al. (2003) reported that the
solubility of the amorphous silica is higher by several orders of magnitude in high pH
environments when compared to lower pH environments. As a result, amorphous or
poorly crystalline silica aggregates are more susceptible to dissolution in the high pH
concrete pore solution environments. The majority of alkalis required for the ASR


reaction are provided by portland cement. Dissolved silica ions ( H 3SiO 4 and
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H 2 SiO 4 2  ) can form from the reaction between the hydroxyl ions ( OH ) and the
reactive silica (SiO2) components of a reactive aggregate (Kim et al. 2015). The
negatively dissolved silica ions attract the cations of Na  and K in the pore solution and
form ASR gel. Hansen (1944) reported that because of the high surface area and porous
structure of the ASR gel, the gel can draw water from the pore solution or from external
sources, causing expansion of the gel, which results in cracking of the concrete structure.
Mitigating ASR in concrete has been studied by many researchers (Rajabipour et al.
2015; Thomas et al. 2013; Folliard et al. 2006; Shehata and Thomas 2000). Eliminating
one or more of the required components of the ASR can prevent or reduce the damage
caused by ASR. However, it is not always practical or economical to eliminate some of
these required components for ASR (e.g., the aggregate source). Because of limited
availability of truly non-reactive aggregates in some locations, use of non-reactive
aggregate may not be an economical method to mitigate ASR.
SCMs, particularly fly ash, is a commonly used constituent material for mitigating ASR
in concrete and this has been widely reported in the literature (Shafaatian et al. 2013;
Hanna et al. 2009; Malvar and Lenke 2006; Shehata and Thomas 2002; Shehata and
Thomas 2000). Fly ash is primarily composed of silica glass which composed mostly of
aluminum, calcium, iron, and silicon. Depending on the calcium content of the fly ash, it
can be divided into different classifications. Class F, or low-calcium fly ash, typically
contains less than 15% calcium (CaO) and Class C, or high-calcium fly ash, contains
more than 15% CaO. Fly ash reacts with the calcium hydroxide (Ca(OH)2) formed from
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the hydration of portland cement, and this results in the formation of calcium-silicate
hydrates (CSH). The CSH forms in the void spaces within in the hydration products and
can improve the mechanical properties and can reduce the transport rates of moisture in
concrete. The reduction in moisture transport rate can limit the availability of water and
swelling the ASR gel (Moser et al. 2010). Replacing portalnd cement with fly ash can
also mitigate ASR by reducing the alkalinity of the pore solution, referred to as the
dilution effect (Shafaatian et al. 2013). Fly ash can reduce the alkalis available for ASR
through alkali binding. The additional CSH from the reaction of fly ash could bind alkalis
and hydroxyl ions and limits the ASR gel production (Moser et al. 2010).
Shehata and Thomas (2000) reported that the CaO content of the fly ash is the most
important parameter that effects the ability of the fly ash to control ASR expansion. In
general, as the amount of CaO increases in fly ash, the efficiency (at a constant mass
replacement of cement) decreases. The calcium to silica ratio (C/S) in the CSH structure
is lower in concretes containing Class F fly ash, which can increase the alkali binding
ability of the fly ash concrete. In addition, Folliard et al. (2006) reported that the alkalis
in concrete containing Class C fly ash are more readily available to participate in the
ASR than concretes containing Class F fly ash. As a result, the effectiveness of Class F
fly ash on controlling ASR is reported to be better than Class C fly ash.
The use of fly ash in RC structures in partial replacements for portland cement can be an
effective way to mitigate ASR in areas where the use of non-reactive aggregate is not
practical. Fly ash can also reduce the concrete transport rates of water and aggressive ions
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in concrete. In addition to reducing the damage caused by ASR, the addition of fly ash
can also decrease the transport rate of chlorides. Significant research has been performed
on how SCMs, and specifically fly ash, reduce the transport rate of chlorides in concrete,
which should increase the time to corrosion. This may result in a concrete that is more
durable and more resistant to reinforcement corrosion. Although the effect of fly ash on
ASR and the effect of fly ash on chloride transport rates in concrete has been researched
significantly, little research has been done to quantify the synergistic effects of fly ash
and ASR on transport rates and tim to corrosion. Research is needed.
Because of the high alkalinity of the pore solution in concrete, a protective passive layer
typically forms on the steel surface; which protects the steel from corrosion. However,
this passive layer can be destroyed by two mechanisms; (1) carbonation, and (2) chloride
induced corrosion. Carbonation can reduce the pH of the concrete pore solution to levels
as low as 8.5. As a result, the metal loses its passivity, which results in initiation of
corrosion in the concrete (Pourbaix 1974).
When chlorides are transported into the concrete and the chloride level at the steel
reinforcement surface reaches a certain value (Ccrit), the passive film on the steel is
destroyed and corrosion occurs. The time it takes for chlorides to reach the Ccrit at the
steel reinforcement surface is referred to as time to initiation of corrosion (Ti). The
chloride transport rate through the concrete has a significant influence on Ti. The effect of
fly ash on chloride transport rates in concrete has been studied by many researchers and
the benefits are well reported (Leng et al. 2000; Ampadu et al. 1999; Thomas et al. 1999;
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Thomas and Bamforth 1999). However, the chloride transport rate is not the only variable
that influences the time to corrosion. It is the combined effect of several variables,
including chloride transport rate and Ccrit that influence the time to corrosion. Angst et al.
(2009) reported that the Ccrit is dependent on several variables, one being pore solution
pH at the steel reinforcement-concrete interface. Byfors (1987) reported that although
SCMs (silica fume and fly ash) can significantly reduce the chloride transport rate
through the concrete, the pH of the pore solution is reduced when SCMs are used in
concrete.
The passive state of the steel reinforcement in concrete is more stable at higher pH. In
addition, the presence of chlorides in pore solution can increase the probability of
corrosion initiation. Relating chloride concentration to the pH of the pore solution
(hydroxyl concentration) is a common way to express Ccrit, which is presented as

[Cl ] /

[OH  ] . Hausmann (1967) reported that a [Cl ] / [OH  ] of 0.6 or more is necessary
for corrosion initiation. ACI 222 (ACI Committee 222.2R 2001) reported that the
maximum value of

[Cl ] / [OH  ] that can be tolerated without breakdown of the passive

film has been shown to be 0.29 at pH 12.6 and 0.30 at pH 13.3.
Recently, Trejo and Tibbits (2016) and Presuel-Moreno and Moreno (2016) reported that
SCMs may influence the Ccrit. The presence of SCMs can reduce the hydroxyl ions in the
concrete pore solution and increase the

[Cl ] / [OH  ] value. As a result, SCMs may

negatively influence the time to corrosion initiation in RC structures. Trejo and Tibbits
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(2016) reported that addition of fly ash results in a decrease in diffusivity and a decrease
in Ccrit. The results from the research indicate that the mixtures containing fly ash have
approximately 12% of the Ccrit of mixtures containing no fly ash. In addition, when the
fly ash replacement level increased from 20 to 40%, little reduction were observed in the
Ccrit. Even so, research is needed.

The chloride transport rate through the concrete plays a significant role in the time to
corrosion initiation in RC structures. External chlorides must penetrate through the bulk
concrete and reach the surface of the steel reinforcement. The bulk concrete consists of
aggregate, hydrated cement paste (hcp), and interfacial transition zone (ITZ). The ITZ
forms at the aggregate-hcp and steel-hcp interfaces and generally has a higher porosity
than the bulk cement paste. The porous structure of the ITZ is believed to be caused of
the wall effect, which prevents cement particles from packing together in the vicinity of
an aggregate surface (Scrivener and Gartner, 1987). The wall effect can result in a 15 to
50 µm (0.59 to 1.96 mils) thick porous ITZ around the aggregates and steel
reinforcement.
Due to the dense structure of many aggregates, the transport rate of the chlorides through
the aggregate is generally very low. Moreover, the ITZ has a higher porosity than the
bulk cement paste, and as a result of these pores being interconnected, the chloride
transport rate through the ITZ would be expected to be higher than the bulk cement paste.
Wang et al. (2008) reported that the diffusion coefficient of the ITZ (DITZ) is 1.6 to 16.2
times that of the diffusion coefficient of the bulk cement paste. Winslow et al. (1994)
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reported that the ITZ of aggregate interfaces can be interconnected. (Delagrave et al.
1997) reported that this interconnectivity mainly depends on the sand volume fraction of
the mixture. The presence of the high level of interconnected pores in the ITZ can
provide for faster transport and lower resistance paths through the concrete, which can
facilitate the transport of chlorides.
RC structures may be subjected to different deterioration mechanisms during their service
life. The presence of cracks in reinforced concrete can provide pathways to the surface of
steel reinforcement for aggressive agents like chlorides (Jang et al. 2011; Otieno et al.
2010). ASR results in cracking of the concrete. It is generally assumed that ASR can
reduce the time to corrosion initiation in RC structures by providing direct access for
chlorides through the cracks to reach the steel reinforcement in concrete. However, the
ASR gel can fill these cracks and ITZs of the aggregates and reinforcements, which can
result in higher tortuosity and higher times to corrosion initiation. Very little research has
been conducted to assess the transport characteristics of the ASR gel. In recent years, the
use of fly ash in RC structures has become ubiquitous and is commonly used to enhance
the durability of the concrete system. Although significant research has been conducted
to investigate the effects of fly ash on each deterioration separately, little research has
been done to quantify the synergistic effects of fly ash and ASR on corrosion. Research is
needed.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
The objective of this research is to assess the synergistic effects of aggregate reactivity
(e.g., ASR) and fly ash content on corrosion performance of reinforced concrete
specimens. To meet the objectives of this research, a combination of the general
requirement for ASTM G109 for corrosion and ASTM C1293 for ASR was used. Some
requirements from these specifications have been modified in the combined test method
to meet the objectives of this research. Testing included assessing the length change
resulting from ASR, corrosion activity, and chloride transport rate.
A total of thirty 11.25 in.×6 in.×4.5 in. (285 mm×152 mm×114 mm) specimens were
fabricated and assessed. Table 3.1 shows the mixture identifications and proportions. A
control mixture (no fly ash), a mixture containing 20% fly ash, and a mixture containing
40% fly ash were evaluated. Class F fly ash was used in this study. Five specimens
contained reactive fine aggregate and five specimens contained non-reactive fine
aggregate. All specimens contained the non-reactive coarse aggregate. Concrete was
mixed and then cured for 28 days following the procedure described in ASTM C192.
Based on the requirements of ASTM G109, three #4 (No. 13M) Grade 60 reinforcing
bars meeting the specifications of ASTM A706 were placed in all the specimens. Steel
reinforcing bars were cut into 11.25 in. (285 mm) long pieces. The ends of the bars were
drilled and tapped to receive 1.5 in. (38.1 mm) long No. 8-32 stainless steel machine
screw. Each end of the steel reinforcement was covered with electroplater’s tape, leaving
an 8 in. (200 mm) long section exposed for testing. The top and bottom layers of the
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reinforcement were electrically connected with a 100-ohm (±5 percent) resistor as shown
in see Figure 3.1.
Due to potentially different confinement levels from the reinforcement on the top and
bottom of the specimens, the length change of the top and bottom of the specimens could
be different. Therefore, two gauge studs were embedded in the concrete on each end of
the specimen such that the length change could be measured for the top (1 bar) and
bottom (2 bars) of the specimen. Gauge studs are identified as T and B, for the top and
bottom, respectively. The top surface of the specimens were ponded with 3% sodium
chloride (NaCl) solution for two weeks followed by two weeks of drying. After ponding
of the top surface with chloride solution, the bottom surface was ponded with distilled
water. This was done to avoid leaking of the ponding solution, two reservoirs were cast
into the top and bottom of the concrete specimens instead of using plexiglass reservoirs.
A schematic of a specimen is presented in Figure 3.1.
To ensure that sufficient moisture would be available for ASR reactions in the specimens
the sides of the specimen were not epoxy coated as required in ASTM G109. High alkali
portland cement with an Na2Oeq equivalent of 0.81 (ASTM C150 type I) and Class F fly
ash were used in this study. The chemical analysis for the cement and fly ash are shown
in Table 3.2 and 3.3, respectively. Sodium hydroxide (NaOH) was dissolved in the
mixing water to bring the alkali content of the concrete mixture to 1.25% Na2Oe by
mass of cement as required in ASTM C1293. Specimens were stored over water in plastic
containers, as required in ASTM C1293 and subjected to a constant temperature of 100
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°F (38 °C) and 95% RH after curing. The specimens were subjected to high humidity and
surface ponding throughout the testing period.
Testing included assessing the length change resulting from ASR, corrosion activity, and
chloride transport rate. Length change of the top and bottom levels of the specimens was
assessed following ASTM C1293 and corrosion activity of the specimens was determined
following ASTM G109 and macrocell measurements. A copper-copper sulfate (

Cu CuSO4 ) reference electrode was used to measure the corrosion potential at the top
steel reinforcement following ASTM C876. The length change and corrosion activity
were measured until corrosion initiation.
Concrete powders at varying depths of the cover of the specimens were obtained
following recommended depth intervals provided in ASTM C1556. The chloride content
of the concrete powders was determined following ASTM C1152. The apparent chloride
diffusion coefficients (Da) was determined following section 10 of ASTM C1556.
To compare the mean values of the length change, apparent chloride diffusion coefficient
and time to corrosion, t-test analyses were used. The null hypotheses of the test is that the
means are equal and the alternative hypothesis is that the means are not equal. The pvalue is the probability that the null hypothesis is true. For a 95 percent confidence, the
null hypothesis will be accepted if the p-value is greater than or equal to 0.05; otherwise the
null hypothesis is rejected.
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Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images and energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) were
obtained to assess the presence of ASR gel and if present, to assess the chemistry of the
gel. Two sections were taken from each sample to assess the presence of ASR in the ITZ
and cracks and to assess the chloride transport rate in the specimens. The first section was
cut from 0.03 to 0.07 in. (1 to 2 mm) below the chloride-exposed surface. The second
section was cut 0.03 to 0.07 in. (1 to 2 mm) above the top of the reinforcement. Sections
are identified as SL (surface layer) and RL (reinforcement layer), as shown in Figure 3.2.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figures 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5 show the mean expansion results (5 specimens) for the
specimens containing 0, 20, and 40% fly ash, respectively. These figures include the
expansion results for the top and bottom levels of the specimens containing reactive and
non-reactive aggregate. Expansions of more than 0.04% (horizontal line in figures)
indicate that the aggregate is potentially deleteriously reactive as noted in ASTM C1293.
The expansion results show a significant expansion in the control specimens containing
reactive aggregate. As the replacement level of fly ash increases, the resulting ASR
expansion decreases. T-test analysis on expansion of the top side of the specimens
indicates that there is a significant difference between the mean expansion values of the
control specimens and specimens containing 20 and 40% fly ash at time of corrosion
activation (p-value=0.008). This indicates that the inclusion of fly ash in concrete can
effectively mitigate the expansion resulting from ASR in specimens containing reactive
fine aggregate.
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The mean expansion of the top side of the specimens (with one reinforcing bar) is higher
than the mean expansion at the bottom side (with two reinforcing bar) in the specimens
with reactive aggregate. However, t-test analyses indicate that there is no statistically
significant difference between the mean expansion values between the top and bottom of
the specimens containing reactive aggregate in any of the specimens. This is likely a
result of the reinforcement not being developed.
Figure 3.6 shows the mean total Coulombs passed between the top and bottom
reinforcement layers for specimens containing reactive and non-reactive aggregates with
different fly ash replacement levels. The horizontal line at 150 Coulombs (C) indicates
the point at which active corrosion is assumed to occur as noted in ASTM G109. Results
indicate that the control specimens containing reactive and non-reactive aggregate
exhibited mean times to corrosion initiation of 155 and 165 days after exposure,
respectively. T-test analyses on time for specimens to initiate active corrosion (150 C)
indicates there is no significant difference between these times for the control specimens
(no fly ash) with reactive and non-reactive aggregates (p-value=0.171). Note that this
analysis only includes specimens that achieved 150 C. These results indicate that the time
to reach corrosion initiation is not dependent on the degree of expansion caused by
accelerated ASR. The analyses on specimen expansion indicated that there is a significant
difference in the mean expansion values for the control specimens with and without
reactive aggregate.
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Specimens containing 20 and 40% fly ash with reactive aggregate exhibited longer mean
times to corrosion initiation than specimens containing 20 and 40% fly ash with non
reactive aggregate. However, T-test analyses of the time to corrosion initiation indicates
that the difference between specimens containing reactive and non-reactive aggregates is
significant only for specimens with 20% fly ash replacement and not significant for
specimens with 40% fly ash replacement (p-value=0.013 and 0.218, respectively). This
difference for the specimens containing 20% fly ash could be a result of the formation of
small amounts of ASR gel. (Trejo et al. 2016) reported that ASR gel can partially fill the
ITZ and cracks, resulting in lower chloride transport rates and longer times to corrosion
initiation.
The results also indicate that all the specimens containing fly ash exhibited longer mean
times to corrosion initiation than the control specimens. T-test analyses on the time to
corrosion initiation for specimens containing non-reactive aggregate indicates that the
differences between the control and 20% fly ash specimens is not significant (p
value=0.062) but the difference between the control and the 40% fly ash specimens is
significant (p-value=0.048). This indicates that although inclusion of fly ash can reduce
the CT (Trejo and Tibbits 2016), the beneficial effects of fly ash on reducing chloride
transport rates in concrete is more significant for this study. The results indicate that
inclusion of fly ash can increase the time to corrosion initiation.
T-test analyses of the times to corrosion initiation values for specimens containing
reactive aggregate indicates that the differences between the control and 20% fly ash and
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the control and 40% fly ash specimens are significant (p-value=0.035 and 0.041,
respectively). Results also indicate that there is no significant difference between
specimens containing 20 and 40% fly ash (p-value=0.215). As with the specimens
containing non-reactive aggregate, inclusion of fly ash can reduce the chloride transport
rates in concrete. However, the formation of small amounts of ASR gel and the lower
reduction of the pore solution pH for the specimens containing 20% fly ash likely
resulted in a longer mean time to corrosion initiation for the specimens containing 20%
fly ash and reactive aggregate.
Figure 3.7 shows the results for the corrosion potentials of the top steel reinforcing bars.
Potential values more positive than -200 mV are associated with a 90% or greater
probability of no corrosion. Potential values more negative than -350 mV represents a
90% or greater probability that corrosion is occurring. The potentials between -200 and 
350 mV represents uncertain corrosion activity. The overall results from the half-cell
potential study confirm the results from the macrocell study. That is, the relative times to
active corrosion are similarly ranked.
The control specimens with reactive aggregate and non-reactive aggregate exhibited
mean values of high probability of corrosion at 30 and 41 days after exposure,
respectively. T-test analyses of the time to reach -350 mV (CuCuSO4 ) indicate that
there is no significant difference between the mean time for the specimens to exhibit high
probability of corrosion (p-value=0.321). T-test analyses also indicate that the difference
between specimens containing reactive and non-reactive aggregates is significant for
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specimens with 20% fly ash replacement but not significant for specimens with 40% fly
ash replacement (p-value=0.408 and 0.015).
Box plots for the Da measured at the time of corrosion initiation are shown in Figure 3.8.
Time to corrosion activation from the macrocell investigation is also indicated for each
set of specimens on the abscissa. Specimens containing fly ash show a lower mean Da
than the control specimens. T-test analyses on the Da of specimens containing non
reactive aggregate indicate that there is a statistically significant difference between the
control and 20% fly ash specimens (p-value<0.005), no significant difference between
the 20 and 40% fly ash specimens (p-value=0.073), and a significant difference between
the control and 40% fly ash specimens (p-value<0.005). T-test analyses on the Da of
specimens containing reactive aggregate indicate that there is a statistically significant
difference between the control and 20% fly ash specimens (p-value=0.045), no
significant difference between the 20 and 40% fly ash specimens (p-value=0.24), and a
significant difference between the control and 40% fly ash specimens (p-value=0.040).
It is also important to compare the Da for the specimens containing reactive and non
reactive aggregates. T-test analyses of the results for the control and 20% fly ash
specimens indicate that there is a significant difference between the mean Da values for
specimens containing reactive and non-reactive aggregates (p-value=0.024 and 0.03),
with lower Da values for specimens containing reactive aggregates. However, the t-test
analysis of specimens containing 40% fly ash indicates that there is no significant
difference between the mean Da values for specimens containing reactive and non
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reactive aggregates (p-value 0.53). Lower mean Da values for reactive control specimens
could be a result of the formation of ASR gel, which can fill the cracks and ITZ, resulting
in higher tortuosity for the transport of chlorides. The higher tortuosity could results in
longer paths for chlorides to reach the reinforcing steel. Although inclusion of fly ash can
limit the ASR gel formation in specimens, ASR gel can still form in specimens with
lower fly ash replacement levels. In this study, specimens containing 20% fly ash
exhibited higher mean expansion values than specimens containing 40% fly ash. This
indicates that some ASR gel likely formed in the specimens containing 20% fly ash and
this reduced the Da.
Figure 3.9 shows the CT values determined from the experiments. T-test analyses of the
control specimens indicate that there is a significant difference between the mean CT
values for specimens containing reactive and non-reactive aggregates (p-value=0.049),
with the specimens containing reactive aggregate exhibiting a lower CT. This indicates
that the ASR gel in the ITZ could be in contact with the reinforcing steel, thereby
reducing the CT. The ASR gel in the control specimens could reduce the pore solution pH
of the interface. Without the pore solution at the interface or with lower pH values, the CT
would be expected to be lower. T-test analyses indicate that there is no significant
difference between the mean CT values for specimens containing reactive and non
reactive aggregates in specimens containing 20% fly ash and 40% fly ash (p-value=0.51
and 0.55, respectively). Because inclusion of fly ash can reduce the formation of ASR gel
in specimens containing 20 and 40% fly ash, the amount of ASR gel at the surface of the
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reinforcing steel may not be sufficient to further reduce the pH of the pore solution at the
interface.
T-test analyses on the CT of specimens containing reactive aggregate indicate that there is
a statistically significant difference between the control and 20% fly ash specimens (p
value=0.041), no significant difference between the 20 and 40% fly ash specimens (p
value=0.43), and significant difference between the control and 40% fly ash specimens
(p-value=0.035). T-test analyses of the CT values of specimens containing non-reactive
aggregate indicate that there is a statistically significant difference between the control
and 20% fly ash specimens (p-value=0.04), no significant difference between the 20 and
40% fly ash specimens (p-value=0.47), and a significant difference between the control
and 40% fly ash specimens (p-value=0.035). These results indicate that a reduction in CT
occurs when replacing portland cement with fly ash. The presence of fly ash can reduce




the hydroxyl ions in the concrete pore solution, thus increasing the [Cl ] / [OH ] . As a
result of this, lower amounts of chlorides are needed to initiate corrosion in specimens
containing fly ash. Assessment of the Cs values indicate that there is no significant
difference between the mean Cs values for all specimens. Table 3.4 shows a summary of
general impacts of experimental variables on system performance. Replacing portland
cement with fly ash can also result in lower Da values. However, the presence of fly ash
can reduce the hydroxyl ions in the concrete pore solution and therefore reduce the CT for
specimens containing fly ash. In addition, the presence of ASR gel can result in higher
tortuosity for chlorides to reach the steel reinforcement surface, which can decrease the
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Da values. The ASR gel at the hcp-steel interface can lower the pH at the interface. These

could decrease the pH. The combination of these factors and how they influence the time
to corrosion initiation is shown in Table 3.4.
3.4.1 Results from SEM and EDX analysis

Figure 3.10 shows typical micrographs of the concrete samples at the reinforcement
layers for specimens containing reactive aggregate and 0, 20, and 40% fly ash. Figure
3.10a shows results from the SEM investigation of the control specimens. This
micrograph shows ASR gel in the ITZ. No ASR gel was identified in the control
specimens containing non-reactive aggregate (not shown). Note that the ASR gel is
outlined in Figure 3.10a for clarity. The presence of ASR gel in the ITZ of the fine
aggregates could block the movement of chlorides resulting in higher tortuosity,
decreased chloride transport rates, and increased time for the chlorides to reach the
reinforcement steel.
Figure 3.10b and Figure 3.10c show micrographs of the reinforcement layer for the
specimens containing reactive aggregate and 20 and 40% fly ash, respectively. Figure
3.10b shows some ASR gel in the ITZ and within the fine aggregate of the specimens
containing 20% fly ash. Expansion results indicate that some gel did form in these
specimens. No ASR gel was identified in the specimens containing reactive aggregate
and 40% fly ash and specimens containing non-reactive aggregate and 20 and 40% fly
ash (not shown).
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Figure 3.11 shows the chloride content values for the hcp and ASR gel of the SEM
specimens from the reinforcement layer. The results indicate that the chloride content at
the steel-concrete interface decreases with increase of fly ash content. These results
confirm the Ccrit results. The results also indicate that the chloride content of the ASR gel
was non-detectible. This indicates that ASR gel can resist to the transport of chlorides.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
This research investigated the influence of fly ash and ASR on the time to corrosion
initiation of steel embedded in concrete. A total of thirty specimens containing reactive
and non-reactive aggregates and 0, 20, and 40% fly ash were caste and assessed.
Expansion, corrosion potential, and macrocell current were measured monthly until
corrosion of the embedded reinforcement was initiated. The Da and CT values were
measured at the time of corrosion initiation.
Results indicate that increasing the fly ash content in specimens with non-reactive
aggregate results in lower Da values and lower CT values in concrete. Lower Da values
are beneficial for extending time to corrosion initiation whereas lower CT values are not.
Results from this research indicate that the benefits from the lower Da values are more
significant than the disbenefits from the reduction in CT when assessing time to corrosion
initiation.
Results for specimens containing reactive aggregate indicate that inclusion of fly ash can
increase the time to corrosion initiation. However, specimens containing 20% fly ash
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show a longer time to corrosion initiation than specimens containing 40% fly ash. Results
from the expansion measurements and SEM analyses show evidence of the formation of
ASR gel in specimens containing 20% fly ash. No evidence of ASR formation was
observed for the specimens containing 40% fly ash. Formation of small amounts of ASR
gel in specimens containing 20% fly ash with reactive aggregate is believed to fill the
ITZs and cracks. EDX analyses at the ASR gel indicates that chlorides are not present in
the gel. This indicates that the transport rate of chlorides through ASR gel is significantly
lower than the hcp. This gel can reduce the Da of the overall concrete system and increase
the time to corrosion initiation. In addition, the formation of ASR gel in specimens
containing 20% fly ash is not sufficient to reduce the CT by lowering the pore solution pH
at the surface of steel reinforcement. As a result, specimens containing reactive aggregate
and 20% fly ash show longer times to corrosion initiation than specimens containing 40%
fly ash. The synergistic effects of fly ash and ASR on corrosion initiation time is a
complex mechanism. More research is needed.
As with all research, this research was limited by time and money. A more
comprehensive research study is needed to evaluate the effects of ASR gel on CT and to
assess the transport mechanism of chlorides in ASR gel. In addition, the damage caused
by ASR could be influenced by live loads and dead loads in field. Thereby, field results
could significantly different than laboratory results.
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Table 3.1 – Mixture identification and proportions
Mixture
ID

w/c

R-0

0.45

NR-0

0.45

R-20

0.45

NR-20

0.45

R-40

0.45

NR-40

0.45

Water
lb/yd3
(kg/m3)

Cement
lb/yd3
(kg/m3)

318
(188)
318
(188)
318
(188)
318
(188)
318
(188)
318
(188)

708
(420)
708
(420)
566.4
(336)
566.4
(336)
424.8
(252)
424.8
(252)

Fly Ash
lb/yd3
(kg/m3)

Aggregate
Fine Aggregate
lb/yd3 (kg/m3)

Coarse Aggregate
lb/yd3 (kg/m3)

0

1472 (873)

1251 (742)

0

1465 (869)

1258 (746)

1472 (873)

1251 (742)

1465 (869)

1258 (746)

1472 (873)

1251 (742)

1465 (869)

1258 (746)

141.6
(84)
141.6
(84)
283.2
(168)
283.2
(168)

Table 3.2 – Chemical analysis of portland cement
Components
Silicon Dioxide
Aluminum Oxide*
Iron Oxide
Calcium Oxide
Magnesium Oxide
Sodium Oxide
Potassium Oxide
Titanium Dioxide
Manganic Oxide
Phosphorus Pentoxide
Strontium Oxide
Barium Oxide
Sulfur Trioxide

SiO2
Al2O3
Fe2O3
CaO
MgO
Na2O
K2O
TiO2
MnO2
P2O5
SrO
BaO
SO3

Wt%
19.85
4.46
2.80
61.99
2.73
0.26
0.84
0.24
0.11
0.23
0.28
0.03
3.73

Na2Oe

0.81

Tricalcium Silicate
C3S
Tricalcium Aluminate
C3A
Dicalcium Silicate
C2S
Tetracalcium Aluminoferrite
C4AF
*
P2O5 and TiO2 not included in Al2O3

56.91
7.09
13.97
8.52

Total Alkalis

NaOH
lb/yd3
(kg/m3)
3.99
(2.36)
3.99
(2.36)
3.18
(1.88)
3.18
(1.88)
2.40
(1.42)
2.40
(1.42)
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Table 3.3 – Chemical analysis of class F fly ash
Components
Wt%
Silicon Dioxide
SiO2 49.4
Aluminum Oxide* Al2O3 16.4
Iron Oxide
Fe2O3 6.20
Magnesium Oxide MgO 4.60
Sulfur Trioxide
SO3
1.00
Calcium Oxide
CaO
13.9
*
P2O5 and TiO2 not included in Al2O3

Table 3.4 – Summary of the results for specimens containing reactive and non-reactive
aggregates
Specimens containing
non-reactive aggregate
0
20
40

Specimens containing
reactive aggregate
0
20
40

Fly ash (%)
Apparent chloride
Control
↓↓
↓↓↓
↓
↓↓↓
diffusivity (Da)
Critical chloride threshold
Control
↓↓
↓↓
↓
↓↓
level at activation (CT)
Time to corrosion initiation Control
↔
↑
↔
↑
↔: limited effect, ↓or↑: low effect, ↓↓: moderate effect, ↓↓↓: high effect

↓↓↓
↓↓
↑
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Figure 3.1 – Schematic diagram of a specimen.

Figure 3.2 – Schematic view of the SEM sample.
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Figure 3.3 – Average expansion in (%) of ASTM C 1293 specimens.

Figure 3.4 – Average expansion of specimens containing 20% fly ash.
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Figure 3.5 – Average expansion of specimens containing 40% fly ash.

Figure 3.6 – Coulombs passed as a function of time.
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Figure 3.7 – Average corrosion potential of specimens.

Figure 3.8 – Chloride diffusion coefficient (Da).
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Figure 3.9 – Critical chloride threshold level at activation (CT).
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Cement paste
Cement paste

ASR gel
Fine
aggregate

ASR gel

Fine aggregate

(a)

(b)
Cement paste

Fine aggregate

(c)
Figure 3.10 – Typical micrographs of reinforcement layer of (a) control specimens, (b)
specimens containing 20% fly ash, and (b) specimens containing 40% fly ash (ASR gel is
outlined with dark lines).
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Figure 3.11 – Range of chloride in hcp and ASR gel using EDX.
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Chapter 4

SUMMARY

This chapter provides a summary of the research performed to investigate the synergistic
effects of fly ash and ASR on corrosion characteristics of RC systems.


Increasing fly ash content in specimens with non-reactive aggregate results in
lower Da values and lower CT values in concrete. Lower Da values are beneficial
for extending time to corrosion initiation whereas lower CT values are not. Results
from this research indicate that the benefits from the lower Da values are more
significant than the disbenefits from the reduction in CT when assessing time to
corrosion initiation.



SEM analyses show that ASR gel is present in the ITZs, voids, and cracks of the
control specimens containing reactive aggregate. EDX analyses at the ASR gel
indicate that chlorides are not present in the gel. This indicates that the transport
rate of chlorides through ASR gel is significantly lower than the hcp. This gel can
reduce the Da of the overall concrete system and increase the time to corrosion
initiation.



Inclusion of fly ash in specimens containing reactive aggregate can increase the
time to corrosion initiation. However, specimens containing 20% fly ash and
reactive aggregate show a longer time to corrosion initiation than specimens
containing 40% fly ash and reactive aggregate. Formation of small amounts of
ASR gel in specimens containing 20% fly ash with reactive aggregate is believed
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to fill the ITZs and cracks. This gel can reduce the Da and increase the time to
corrosion initiation.


Although control specimens containing reactive aggregate show a significantly
higher ASR expansion and crack density than control specimens containing non
reactive aggregate, corrosion testing shows similar times to corrosion initiation in
both specimens containing reactive and non-reactive aggregates. The results
indicate that time to corrosion initiation caused by accelerated exposure of the
control specimens is not dependent on the degree of expansion caused by
accelerated ASR of the fine aggregate. This indicates that fine aggregate reactivity
may not have a significant influence on time to corrosion in control specimens for
laboratory specimens.

As with all research, this research was limited by time and money. A more
comprehensive research study is needed to evaluate the effects of ASR gel on CT and to
assess the transport mechanism of chlorides in ASR gel. In addition, the damage caused
by ASR could be influenced by live loads and dead loads in field. Thereby, field results
could significantly different than laboratory results.
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